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This book by the creators of TattooTribes.com takes the readers by the hand through the

meaningful beauty of Polynesian tattoos, in a clear and easy to read way that helps understanding

many traditional symbols and how they can be used to create a custom personal piece.The book is

beautifully crafted for easier consultation and a more enjoyable experience and it features:- List of

symbols and their meanings- Quick reference to find the right symbols for the desired meanings-

Positioning the elements- Step by step creation process- Live examples and case studies- How to

deal with namesA lot more!All clearly explained with 200+ illustrations.The one stop book to shape

your tattoo dreams.
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Really great book. The illustrations really help you understand the tattoos. I just with they had more

and covered more meanings, but overall really great. Helped me to design my own tattoo with

meaning, rather than some generic design.



This is such a well thought out and reverent book, well deserved of the sacred art form and

important root of our Polynesian culture. I feel blessed to have found it, I learned so much!!

It helped me learn about what each symbol represents and some history, but it is confusing

because one symbol can represent many different things.

The book covers several different Polynesian tattoo styles, but jumps between their descriptions,

which could confuse some. Over all, a decent primer for those curious about Polynesian designs

and their meanings. The text is large and easy to read, and concepts are very simplified. Don't

expect to be an expert, but this book proves to be a good first step to understanding the culture and

meaning behind various Polynesian elements of tattoo.

This is a great handbook to know and understand about the meaning of the Polynesian symbols.

Very useful for choosing the design of a tattoo!

This book is really great for someone wanting to create their own tattoo. I'm currently designing my

own tradtional hawaiian tattoo and this is helping me so much. It give you details of polynesian

tattoos, such as meaning of placement on the body, as well as the different "symbols". Teaches you

how to create/breakdown a tattoo. How to incorprate what you want into the tattoo (i.e. like if you

want to represent family, what symbol to use). I would definatly reccomend this book.

I am fascinated by the culture of the Polynesian Islands and want to incorporate the meanings,

beliefs, and myths behind their tattoos into a tatoo design for myself. This book was easy to read,

provided great visuals, and simply and concisely gave me quick insight into the deep and profound

meanings that this culture and it's people put into their tattoo designs. Highly recommended for

anyone who does not know much about Polynesian tattoos and wants to know more.

Super informative and well laid out. Absolutly helped me create my new tattoo with almost all the

meanings I wanted to cover
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